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I am the lamp, and the moth myself,

A peculiar self-conscious and crazy myself,

A defender of the honour of my own pain,

I am the shell and the pearl myself.

To

My saint ly  fa ther  (Late)  Moulvi

Mohammad Subhan Allah Sahab whose

blessings were the greatest source of spiritual

strength for me in t imes of  tr ials  and

tribulations. May his soul rest in peace with

gracious blessings of Allah. Ameen!
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PREFACE

In a state of excitement, and the head swollen with

euphoria, it occurred to me to translate some of my Urdu poems

into English. What to do with it? Will think about it later.

Sometimes it simply happens, you think of doing something and

it is granted. Perhaps such are moments when Graciousness is

extremely benevolent and bestows whatever is beseeched. It

happened in this case. My ideas began to take shape slowly but

steadily just as you get images on your computer screen from

nowhere. Line after line, poem after poem appeared in a new

language form.

The next thing that occurred to me was to let this new

language form of my poems ascend to the same height from

where ideas trickle down to a receptive mind. A blog came into

existence ready to receive and preserve what was communicated

to it, and was ready to be shared with whoever had the

inclination to observe it. Here comes the most important and

basic role of Abdul Wasey, Deputy Editor of the Finance World, 

who had returned to India a couple of years ago after over a

decade long strides in the Gulf media. He created the blog

"rizwanullah.blogspot.com" on February 14, 2011, and posted

some of my works on it. 

I put verses in Urdu script on the blog alongside the

English version so as to enable a visitor, if he wishes, to make

his comments and suggest improvements in translations. All the

verses in this book except a couple of them are included in two

collections published earlier: Auraq-e-Musawwar (2002) and

Mata-i-Sahar (2008). Thus the present book is a collection of

selected poems with their English translations.

Surprisingly enough, Mr. Shamsur Rahman Farooqi was

the first person to write his comments on the contents of the

blog which were not much by that time. He wrote:

"I like the idea of Urdu poems appearing with their

English translations which have been made by the author

himself. The Urdu poems are quite good, if somewhat simple

but the English translations are generally excellent, certainly

better than anything I have seen recently."

Then he goes on to add:

"I suggest that Mr. Rizwan Ullah append his surname

'Farooqi' because then we'll all be connected with him

immediately as one of our own widespread clan."

Shamsur Rahman Farooqi

Posted at 11.30 AM on July 29, 2011

A few words, just a few words, about Farooqi: 

A ground breaker and a trail blazer at a time when Urdu
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language was gasping for life in free India and the tide of

progressive writing was ebbing. In abounding gloom of an

uncer ta in future  of the  Urdu language he launched

"Shabkhoon", a literary magazine which he has been running

for about half a century; an untiring writer of inexhaustible

energy who left no genre of Urdu prose and poetry without his  

indelible mark be it criticism, short story or novel and lexico- 

graphy in addition to scores of books, lectures in various India n

and foreign universities as a visiting professor and countless

articles in Urdu and English are published in papers world over

and a recipient of highest awards.

Some friends in Calcutta saw a bunch of the blog items

and encouraged me to continue my efforts. In fact, I had sent

that bunch to my old friend Mr. Qaisar Shamim, Ex.

Vice-Chairman of the West Bengal Urdu Academy, who shared

it with other friends and exhorted me verbally to continue. Mr.

Zahir Anwar, a well-known writer and literary critique sent his

comments in English and Urdu both. Mr. F.S. Ejaz, Editor  of

monthly "Insha" wrote his comments in Urdu. I am giving their

short excerpts here but will put them fully on my blog. 

"The creative energy in the original Urdu verses and the

genuine effort of the poet himself to convey the meaning and

essence of the original in English language are commendable

and touched me. "   

Zahir Anwar, Calcutta

As for contents, various forms of poems make a

substantial part of it. In the words of Farooqi , my poems are

plain and simple. In fact, it is in the very nature of poems for 

generally they are narrative and descriptive. It also means that

they are easily and conveniently translatable. The case of

ghazals is different. Complications of human feelings and

means and methods of their expression, and also references to

past events and incidents therein and all sorts of nuances of the

language create complications and make translations difficult,

and sometimes incomprehensible. However, most of the poems

and ghazals included in this selected translation being plain an d

simple are easily comprehensible. In the selection of ghazals

their simplicity and translatability have been particularly take n

into consideration. It was easy to do so as the ghazals are my

own doings. I expressed a certain idea in one form which could

be easily communicated in a different language. But still every

language has certain nuances that are subtle, difficult and

sometimes impossible to translate and explain in another

language. It happens  and it has happened here as well.
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I wish I could include some humour but I was afraid of

the difficulties in its translation and I was sure that it would  not

be possible to create the same refreshing effect in the translation

so, I thought, the exercise was not worth doing.

When it came to arranging contents of this book I

grouped them in three categories: One free verses, second

ghazals and lastly, traditional poems that are comparatively

longer than free verses.

I discussed it with Abdul Wasey, who is my wife's

nephew and intellectually very close to me, and that closeness

persisted inspite of his engagements in the Gulf media for over

a decade. However, after some discussion we agreed over the

arrangement of the contents as mentioned above. My idea about

that grouping and arrangement of poems was that smaller

poems, as the free verses are, give a compact picture of the

subject-matter in a short reading time and thus the reader does

not need to wait with a long reading to reach the depth of the

matter. A reader today caught in the midst of many pulls and

pushes has little time to spare and shorter patience. Thus he ca n

glance at poem after poem if his interest and patience continue  

like the verses of a ghazal. The nature of these poems gives the

reader an insight into the mind and ideas of the poet and his

views about various matters and issues.

A thorough assessment or appreciation of one's own

work is not easy for a writer but this book is a collection of

already selected poems and the writer would have obviously

made the selection from a lot of accumulated material according

to his liking and preferences, so this presentation must divulge

the trend of his mind.

From the very beginning it exposes an air of pathos and

sadness and that thought process seems to continue throughout

till the end. It begins with the poem "The Solitary Book".

Obviously it is the story of life and ends with the poem "The

Last Chapter of the Book." It hints at the conclusion of the same

book. But there are lighter and brighter spots also. There are

descriptions of important events in national and personal life

which unavoidably contain sad and pathetic references such as

"The Division" or the "Calcutta Riots" or "The Bengal Famine".

However, the life seems to revolve round and evolve in the air

and atmosphere of Calcutta, which is very natural as the author

got there everything stored for him in life. But still readers may

have their own perception and appreciation. I do not have any

intention to colour or influence readers ' views.

However, I may reiterate my belief that a book is a

living creature with its material and sublime, that is, spiritual

forms; the former is visible but the latter is perceptible through

its effects as you would do with air, for instance. Books do

reproduce as well. Books contain and disseminate thoughts and

ideas of the writer, their creator and cause a response from those

who come into contact. Thus the material existence of the book
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when handled causes the spiritual effect. So like all creations, a

book must contain a certain amount of writer's person, which

must be his reflections. So the contents of this book are the

reflections of the poet originally expressed in Urdu then

translated in English and put on the blog; to conclude the n the

simplicity and pathos obvious in the contents of the book are in

fact exposition of the writer's thoughts.

Lastly, I want to express my gratitude to all who

encouraged me directly or indirectly to continue my efforts in

my chosen direction. I have a deep feeling of gratitude for my

dear Abdul Wasey but for whose assistance and cooperation it

would not have been possible for me to continue on this arduous

track to reach the almost unreachable goal. The encouragements 

I have received make me feel humble. I thank them all.

Rizwan Ullah
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The Solitary Book

The difficulty is that

The Book of Life can be written only once,

Or else, I would write several chapters again and again,

Would kiss every letter,

Would graze every leaf with my eyes,

Would read aloud several chapters

For others to listen.

Would wash with tears several pages.

And none would know, Why it was so.

But the difficulty is that 

The Book of Life can be written only once.

Several excerpts from this Book,

I repeat in my solitude,

Then to listen it close by,

Stars descend on my eyelashes.

Then I shut my lips tightly.

And then, the heart, grain by grain,

Drains out with every breath.

Then, in the pursuit of slumber,

I stray far far away,

And read a page in my solitude.
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Making of The New Man

Men rolling out of hatcheries, 

You'll see one day.

A mould will be made first, to be tested later.

Race will be observed and colour refined.

Parts will be chesilled to match with the stature.

Man will be making a man, quite a new one.

And chains of recreating the same will follow.

All moulds will be smashed after that creation,

Single colour, height and stature; single language and race,

There'll be counts and digits instead of dynasty and name

All unaware of the past and future,

Will be living in the present and dying too.

Humanity, friendship, justice, peace and tranquility

That is, rotten words,

Knowledge, learning, teaching, all together,

Dumped in the deepest ditch of history,

Will get rid of them

And then, there'll be the world of stars,

Will fly there
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Rediscovery

As if stung by a nightmare,

Shattered, wiping the meaningless dream off my eyes,

Went out in the morning in quest of poverty.

I found amazement gripping me

Streets full of huge crowds,

Chattering, twittering children,

Bending under the burden of backpacks,

Unaware of the doom,

In ambush waiting for them.

O God! Where is the vision!

So, my face smeared with the dust of dismay,

I had left my home in quest of poverty.

Long lines of evildoers' cars,

Barring my path on all sides,

Fixing me on the cross of smoke,

Went on to an unseen world,

The world of those unaware of grief,

Of pretty, beautiful and glistening bodies.
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On the roadsides tents of torn rags,

Crowds of urchins nearby, 

Dirty, filthy women too in proximity,

Beside the men in the marketplace,

An example of social equality.

They are totally unaware of 

What the devil is poverty,

That everything under the sky 

Is their world.

At last, shattered, I returned home

As I stopped hesitantly at the doorstep,

A desolate world across,

Drowned in the murky light of night's deceit,

Clasping poverty to the bosom,

As if waiting for me to come,

And there were unbloomed gardens of prayers,

And withering buds of hopes, 

And intellect with bowed head

Mending its torn collar

And the wisdom too weeping there.
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The Subdued Fire

The spring is withering though,

That very autumn will be celebrated.

Must be remembering the days,

Of spring celebrations every day.

Don't believe the leaves and twigs,

Dried and parched,

They still hide the fire within,

Flames are still asleep,

Asleep is the outburst of sparks.

Don't provoke them,

Don't provoke now
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The Autumn

There were fruits and flowers on this tree,

Stones came from children,

As if showers of flowers!

What a shadow! What a wall!

Many a tired and the stricken,

Many a lonely and the sad,

Stopped here for a while and then moved on,

As if it was the path mark.

They stretched here,

With youthful excitement,

With sweet smelling breath,

With wild gossips,

Came and sat under the shadow,

Chattering.

But as the autumn arrived

Neither children, nor the old

The budding youth strayed away

No longer the tired treaders anymore.

As if no longer the path mark

In a matter of days,

They will come again with hatchets
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The Gift of Injuries

I am the buyer,

I love every injury.

The gift I got from my fans

Is treasured in the vault of my heart,

Close to the lifeline.

And those offered by the time are hidden

'neath the shirt's skirt.

And where can I hide the injuries

That are all around me,

Their traders entice me with?

Is there no buyer for them except me?

None is unwise, none is wiser?

I am the only buyer,

Is there no buyer at all?
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Old Pains Are Awakened

What easterly wind is blowing today!

The old pains are awakened

Sitting under the passing shade of time,

I was writing my story,

Laughing and weeping,

Had forgotten the old pain.

But tell me my dear,

What easterly wind is blowing today!

The old pains are awakened.

Me, the crazy one, was driven out of the town,

What had I to do with the town?

The burden of pain should have been left behind,

Why it should have been carried on?

Rizwan, was that burden not enough?

What easterly wind is blowing today!

The old pains are awakened.

Some old dreams are awakened in the wet eyes,

Some wounds are opened, some pains increased.

Some old pains are awakened.

What easterly wind is blowing today!

Tell me my dear!
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The Taste of Pain Persists

Are the chains broken?

Are the prisoners set free?

Are the accounts of pain closed?

Is there none broken by cruelty?

Is there none suffering from hunger?

Does the tiller own the land?

Does he earn his living from the field?

Are the poets sitting heart-broken?

Are the flames of poetry dead?

Or all of them lost in increasing din?

Who will now put lamps (of heads) on the execution post?

While the night of tyranny lingers on.

Will a Messiah come again?

Or would carry his own cross

Every sufferer of pain?
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The Pinch

O my pen! Come! Let me kiss you

Perhaps a pain has awakend.

For the pinch in my heart is increasing today.

Pains knocked at it earlier also, but,

Wept hiding behind the door and the wall ,

Were not the sinners among the old? but,

The world of anguish was alive, anyway, but,

If one was in anguish there were sympathisers too.

Behind curtains used to be the sinners,

An ointment used to be prescribed for every injury,

There used to be pain, but with breaks and less severe.
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The Whisper of Happiness

Breeze's gentle thumping of the flower,

Shower of the dew on petals,

The peace offer of the pleasant stroll,

Or a pleasant and intoxicating act,

For recapturing a refreshing dream,

Or a flowery hands' thumping of the heart.

What is this! My God!

Who is looking for sparks?

Opening the book of life,

Turning it leaf by leaf!

Chapters of the book of life have slept,

Dreams of beauty spots have slept,

The pangs of youth have slept,

Questions are awake, answers have slept.
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Whose finger on life's violin

Tinkering like a stroke,

The tunes that have slept in the string,

Who has come to wake them up?

Is it the mad tide or a storm?

Breaking the silence of Hoogly,

Shaking the boat,

That had, a long time ago, crossed the river,

Carrying the tired boatman,

In the arms of the quiet bank,

Waiting for the sure appearance

Of the trustworthy morning star.
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The Legacy

This show of luxurious things,

The crowd of charming faces, 

Or the death of hundreds of thousand hopes.

Who does not want a comfortable life?

Who does not seek comforts?

Which is not the season of love?

But those are the very seasons of injuries.

If the sight brightens with silver and gold,

Then the show of the world is worth seeing,

Otherwise the moonlight is deathly pale.

Once the heart was restless in the side,

There was a turmoil and craze.

But this adversity be damned!

Carrying my ego on my palm,

Which was my blood-money.

What will I do with this valueless thing!

God forbid! May not become the legacy,

That bites my children.
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The Journey Continues

Blistered feet and wild frenzy,

Are co-travellers and colleagues.

Got along with innocently.

And the childhood, an innocent bird,

Passed by somewhere on the way,

I saw it in despair.

Then there was a deceptive moonlight or a mirage,

Or say, it was an unheady wine.

It was youth or a curse,

Passed by with a smile.

But my co-travellers and colleagues are

Blistered feet and wild frenzy.

The hell of a journey

Still continues.
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The Quest

I am in quest of the Man,

The Man who is humane.

The Man who has humanity

I don't seek an angel.

Where does the angel know the sufferings of man?

I am seeking the one

Who is aware of human sufferings,

Who is aware of hunger.

Where will that Man be found?

In companies?

In gatherings?

No no.

Where is the Man then?

At places of worship?

No, not there,

There are talks of reward and punishment there,

Threats of suffering!

If the continued living is a small suffering?

Is there a greater punishment?

I am in search of the Man,

And he is Me!
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The State of Affairs

If the man's spirit is unfettered?

(Who says that?)

Fresh air for the thought?

(What a suffocation!)

If the bread is within the reach of the poor?

(About to reach!)

If the justice is wakeful?

(In deeper slumber!)

To whose house has gone the wealth?

(God knows!)

If the youth are wakeful?

(They are sleeping!)

Say something about the nation.

(Disruption and disruption!)

Did not the revolution come?

(Neither earlier nor now!)

Revolution is about to come.

(Who says that?)
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Forgetfulness

How long it is when the thought took leave,

Don't remember since when this audacious tongue

Is voiceless, longing for words and speech,

How long it is that the keen eye has no fondness for the fun,

Don't remember how long the ears are deaf,

Not hearing a song or the groan,

How long I have forgotten about the lips and cheeks,

How long the lock is the keeper of every door of pleasure,

How long the ship of every dream is caught in the whirl,

Since when the life is rosy and glowing,

How long the wise have forgotten the manners of madness.

Truly speaking, since that time I don't remember anything.

Returned shocked and disturbed from the celebration of 

civilization,

With the pangs of life pressed to the bosom,

The crazy brokenheart is living with a life on fire.
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Following The Trail

Where all the people are fleeing to

Riding the shoulders of the air?

Don't look back even,

A crowd is running behind them.

Whom should I ask where you are going to?

What is the destination,

With no address or a sign?

If you want to know, accompany them,

But who knows, where they might lead to.

And never to return,

Tell nothing to the people,

And in the same way people continue to walk

Like an endless caravan.
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Joys That Did Not Suit

Since the joys bit me,

'Am frightened and scared,

For, a joy,

Somewhere,

Jotted in my luck

May be lurking in ambush.

O God! Save me!

The share of my joy

May be bestowed upon your slaves,

Whom it suits.
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The Bread

If you don't have the bread today, don't worry

Your wealth is, after all, safe,

Locked in steel almirahs,

Read its account in every paper,

See on TVs also.

If you don't have the bread, you do have a TV,

What do you say, you don't have a TV?

Are your children not going to school?

You naïve! How could you be satisfied?

Come, let me tell you the secret of bread,

Get a suit on hire from somewhere,

And rent a car too,

Arrange for a dinner,

And forget the bread,

It will come itself along with every leader.
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Sacred Hands

How sacred are my hands!

That touch the Heavenly Height while praying,

The trustees of my tears,

That dropped on them before the skirt,

My hands are above all

That have been making my luck,

That have been writing my future.

The lines in my hand,

I kiss.

They need no support and cover,

Neither they are in the vault beyond reach,

They are free from the world of miracles,

They are unscared of talks and tales,

Action is their profession, action their paradise

They are guides to Paradise,

Great wings of prayers,

How sacred are my hands!
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The Last Chapter of the Book

Did not know

Writing the last chapter of the book,

How difficult would it be!

When words would have parted company,

When meaning and essence would become confused,

When pages of the book look plain,

Some, washed by tears, would become spotless,

When pen, a partner in every grief,

Would give up interpretting the heart,

When readers of the book would depart one by one,

Then what would remain for writing!

Did not know

Writing the last chapter of the book,

How difficult would it be!
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Urdu Journalism of Calcutta and Me

GHAZALS
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How was the world where my night passed!

The air of fondness with musky smell as if permeated the life line.

The dark night, the co-traveller, passed in journey,

How can the heart's frenzy be described, let bygone be bygone.

Where heart beats were accounted for, ears were set on listening,

Even then neither anyone knew nor anyone saw

This infiniteness is still a dwelling, so there must be a Dweller.

It was on His order that the humankind descended on the Earth.

There was some rival to the perfect beauty, that very evergreen, 

straight and upright,

That very indescribable lightning that pierced deep into the heart.

It was the prayer of my broken heart that could not stop at Sidrah,

Its sight was fixed on the Arsh, it did not waver on this side 

or that side.

(A free translation of Amir Khursro's famous Persian poem)
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In what times people are living!

People are drinking their own blood.

Wounds of culture are deep enough!

Are people mending any wounds?

Each and every person is a killer,

Have the people ever been human?

Those holding a daggar in their hands

Those very people have been trusted.

Even the division could not divide them,

From here to there people have ramained the same.
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The pain is rather severe, don't ask,

Don't ask, The pain is incurable.

There was time when I had my days,

Don't ask, What I possessed.

Just a gracious look,

Don't ask, Changed what was into what it is.

Intoxicated with the ascetic drink,

Don't ask, The wealth of the dispossessed.

In my dust rests

Don't ask, The fire of Karbala.

Granted a world, but what did ye bestow!

Don't ask, My God! 

The heart breaks, it is said,

Don't ask, The intensity of the pain!
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What a wreck and break, 

Don't ask, how hot is the wind!

All of it was his, whatever it was,

Don't ask, what remains mine.

Eyes of a lovely fawn!

Don't ask, it's a pleasant dream.

Benevolence and cruelties,

Don't ask, for me all are justified.

I did not say anything,

Don't ask, but what he said.

Oh! That burning passion!

Don't ask, the pang!
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Asking me about my condition! Poking the subdued fire

Long ago flames became ashes, you are stoking them in vain.

While the tree bears no fruits and leaves what the autumn will 

take away?

Long ago the harvest was turned into ashes, no use frightening me.

If you find an even path, go for that,

Aware of it, misleading yourself on zigzag path.

Relations get knotty and entangled every day,

Confusion is an old tradition, how can you resolve it?

What to say of love and lust, it is mindless talk ,

Go your way, why provoke the frenzied one?

How naive are you Rizwan, say something about yourself,

When the world opens eyes why do you go to sleep?
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No guest has ever visited this lonely habitat since its very inception!

None is singing, nowhere is the henna colour!

Bare branches longed for leaves and fruits even for once!

There is no pleasure in watching empty spheres.

Storms are still nursed under thick shrouds of silence,

How could the silence be broken! None has touched the heart yet.

They are coming to end, the moments of life were already 

numbered,

But there is such a heat and vigour in breath as if the sun is not 

down yet.

Those wandering on streets, beaten by day's heat, 

If get to their destination by the dusk, there is nothing bad about it.

What could not push travellers up to their destinations

That could be the noise of a passer by, that can never be my call.

Wake up Rizwan before the time for closing eyes comes,

While stars are still twinkling the dawn is yet to break.
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What is happening to your heart tell a little to someone,

Who has the heart to listen, but still speak to someone.

Worldly grief would lighten by telling it to someone,

When the grief is not worldly what could be told to someone.

Whenever the heart wells-up for no reason what one can do,

Come on! True! for God's sake speak to someone.

Has someone realised the shock of a shattered dream?

No longer is the dream, even if it remains, what! to tell someone.

Loneliness is sucking blood from every breath

Tell this anguish, pain and pang and misery, to someone.

Oh! How long you are carrying on this burden on your heart!

Forget, past is past, speak to someone.

Rizwan! It is nothing to turn as the wind blows,

If you have ever turned the wind, tell it to someone.
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Why is this ache? What is it?

Who asks this ever?

Tears in the mirror!

Tell me what's the matter.

Take care of your skirt

The lamp is a lamp after all.

Neither a temple nor a mosque,

But the heart breaks.

How these spots on the skirt?

How to describe what it is!

The age of youth was a story,

The old age is a stage!

Celebrate the occasion,

For the man is dead!
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Your ego is clamorous, mine is wrapped in rug,

Your thought is evasive, I'm head to toe ear and senses.

What a time has come, snow is running in veins,

There was a time, carefree, lost in eating and drinking.

How charismatic is the time, makes the bow of an arrow,

This head was not loaded with grief, now it is a burden on shoulders.

Why should one have a wish, the heart is saddened for a long time 

For him even a voice of grief comes from an angel

Now it is hard to talk about verse and poetry,

The youthful age has left poetical vision wrapped in white.

Ecstasy and excitement and pleasant dream lost in the way,

Flower-offering fellow travellers became dreams and ideas.

Does not open the eye whose eyes were always wide open

What happened to Rizwan Mian, as if the sea of grief is in surge.
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Has the world seen my madness?

Has it seen dashing against every rock and wandering?

Let the madness subside and let there be some cure of the pain,

When did you see this branch of the tree of hope green?

They say that the age of equality has come,

Has the world of the weak seen crowning?

People kicked away every old philosophy

When they saw the cruelty of the overlords.

Come, let us sit together and think of some new ways,

Have you seen the beggary of old thinkers?

Oh God! What a patience Rizwan has!

Have you heard a cry? Have you seen the wet in his eyes?
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I don't find the scene that rests in my eyes,

What a time has befallen that I don't find my house.

When I do with the world it does not come with me,

Glass I am, the stone doesn't mix with the glass.

Was observed in the company of the pagans and the pious,

But the wanderer is never seen composed by himself.

What a curse it is that the young eagle,

Not observed spreading its huge wings in the air.

Thoughts are snow-bound, not observed flashing,

The skirt of belief not seems to be used to lightning.

The sadness of the wilderness has accumulated,

Rizwan the ocean is not visible in your eyes.
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Weaving a net of word and meaning,

How long have been weaving the dream and thought!

For conquering the exquisite universe ,

Weaving the beauty and the charm of the art.

The pen is my eternal friend,

Weaving its grandeur and greatness.

So that the honour of the crazy act remains,

Weaving the condition of the bleeding heart.

Every day the warp and woof of life,

Weaving without excuses.

Since I have seen the downfall of seasons,

Weaving the rainy season.

So that the taste of pain remains youthful,

Weaving the hope of meeting.

Neither like the silk worm nor like the spider,

I weave like the weaving bird.
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Far from the repose, in a thoroughfare,

You'll find him whom you never find at home even in his 

absentmindedness.

The secret sought after in the Sacred Arch,

Settled in the heart, then why look for within walls and in 

the opening?

That thing is too old, the stories are of the long past,

When there was a craze in the head by day and night.

Do they not face the turmoil of the time?

Daring are those who are brought up in the whirlpool .

Stopped for a breath, is it losing heart?

There is still energy in the wings for flight.

There is no provision for journey except feet boils

God knows the destination, but I am travelling.

There is no desire in the broken heart,

Does one live in a deserted ruin?

It was another time when evenings were morning like,

Rizwan there is no pleasure now either in the night or in 

the morning.
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Of the ignorant bud I'm scared,

Of the flower's end I'm scared.

Getting stones in return for flowers,

Of flower's name I'm scared.

Who knows how much is the granted time!

Of the morn, of the eve, I'm scared.

Come let's get together without cup and jar,

Of the cup going round I'm scared.

Seeing conflict of holy and unholy precincts,

Of every door and terrace I'm scared.

Me, in the bond of love and courtesy,

Of a trapless bond I'm scared.

They say, "Who would stand by Rizwan!

Of such a nondescript I'm scared."
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Have dreams in vacant eyes,

Being thirsty I see a mirage.

Still there is light in dim eyes,

I see the unveiled beauty

I peep into my own self,

And see the sun in the particle.

I am a surging sea, but still

See the life as a bubble

He made a paradise in the world,

And it is me who sees only tortures

What were written in the book of life,

I see those dim chapters.

Why habitats are being razed Rizwan!

I see unlimited turmoil.
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Oh! Haven't you seen the idol?

Haven't you seen my happy dream?

The grape-vine, the cloud and her morning,

Haven't you seen the garden of paradise?

The wine in the glass!

Haven't you seen her wet eyes?

Hurt by the passion to see,

Haven't you seen hundreds of times?

What the lightning of sight has done!

Haven't you seen my dust and ashes?

Gives me an eternal burning,

Haven't you seen her kind look?

Where are you the morning of prayer?

Haven't you seen the evening of sadness?

Amazed I am, none cares for!

Haven't you seen the pursued animal in the sanctuary?

You have seen the elation and happiness,

Haven't you seen the vastness of agony?

Rizwan in old age and in the evening,

Haven't you seen what the pen has wrought?

 (Translated from Persian)
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Leave aside the past affairs, who would retrieve the passing time?

We are killers, you are too, who would repent on that?

Come, sit down, let us talk to lighten our hearts' burden,

We are vanquished, you are too, who would appease the 

wounded heart?

The flame bearers turned into ashes and dust,

Who would stoke into flames the sparks sleeping into ashes?

When opened eyes in the new city strayed on every path,

All have forgotten their ways who would show the path?

Many a holymen and prophets came, who listened to them?

It will rain fire one day, who would shed tears on it?

My produce, diamonds and pearls, stalked within,

Who would spread the skirt in this lustful world?

All played in the lovely shadow of the lap,

Now I am the wood of a dry tree, lets see who sets it on fire!

Sitting dejected in the way is not the creed of us mad,

All blisters from heart to feet, who would soothe  them?

How simple are you Rizwan, carrying your own pains

Looking for loving people, how would you find one?
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Where does the heart mix with everyone?

It does mix with you only.

You did not come so I came,

Whether the sea goes to meet with the river?

The experience that could never be described,

Is gotten at the end of life.

Even a moth attains the (exalted) state of non-existence,

From the intense heat of love.

My eyes are fixed for a long time on the one,

Whose face resembles with someone.

Adversity may take one anywhere,

Who goes to meet with someone with pleasure!

Rizwan who is humble like me?

Who meets with such humility?
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Morning, evening scenes are changing every moment,

Neither is the trace of a leader nor of a path.

Madness gave lessons in vain efforts, but 

Where is the wisdom to tell which is the way.

The feet are bleeding and the forehead drenched in sweat,

What to say! The journey continues in a peculiar condition.

Where was I to go, and where the time has brought me!

There is scorching sun, no shade neither a tree far far away.

It is the path of life, not sporting love,

Wait a little, O heart! unwary of the future, wait a little.

Your servant Rizwan is in a crowd of frustrations

O my Merciful! Have a merciful look this side!
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Neither excitement in sprits nor energy to speak,

A twinkling star on the point of every eyelash.

A state of sea tide and ebb in the bossom,

A whirlpool might sink in it and the shore might drown.

The dormant flames do not come upto the lips,

If they do, the stream of words would burn up.



Colourful and smelling world is in a bad shape for a long time,

Rulers and kings are wandering around in streets,

But the question is: When that day will come

When the man will be glorified by man?
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WELCOME

Translated from Persian

BRING IN: The spring breeze from the paradise, water and 

earth from the garden;

Ask smell, hiding in rose, to come to work; 

Melody of the flute, with its heart-melting warmth, from 

the reed groove;

Rattle and turbulence of the stream, majesty and calm 

of the mountain;

Splash the colour of henna and tulip and mix it with grape's 

intoxication,

Take the spirit of happiness from singers  or borrow it;

Stature and sphere of the tree and shadow of leaves,

Its urge to bear fruits and passion of boughs to show

Rizwan come with spread wings of pleasure and happiness,

Splash colours from your pen and lay the foundation of a 

new garden.
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GOODBYE CALCUTTA

The captive of the charming city was sick,

Or say, suffered from the malady of love.

It began with the bond of earning bread,

The city suited later, after a long sojourn.

Heat of toil over the warmth of youth,

Doubled the gravity of the honourable city.

The beloved city is Honourable Calcutta,

The candle of love is a maid in its company.

The flame of that candle remained close to the heart,

The flame that lit the path in darkness.

The days of playing in the maidan are no more,

The mornings we revelled there are no more,

The city dust on the face was scent of life,

The course of carefree life was drenched in sweat.
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Labour was a companion day and night,

For daily bread and an eye on future.

At last, that future is in sight,

Time passing in a secure nook.

So, the book of prayer he opened,

Bid farewell saying "O Calcutta! I am leaving!"

O Calcutta! A source of knowledge and intuition

A moment of your silence is an angel's voice.

Your farsight is faster than time,

You see farther than the limits of possibilities.

Wisdom of the Chinese sages within your sight,

Your air is as sweet as angel's scent.

Your sons cause turmoil in life,

The arrow of their sight opens ways.

Their poems and letters are world acclaimed,

Utterances become quotations.
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National anthem is their great gift,

Freedom slogans are a witness to that

Splendour, pomp and glory with fascination and affection,

Calcutta my love! What sort of city are you?

By days and nights of my youth,

By every single burning desire.

By that fire of excitement in life,

By every tune of the harp of life.

I offer my life on your beauty,

Colourful flowers bloomed due to you

My immature wisdom got the shining from you

The dormant garden got a flowering air from you

O city of the charming and beautiful! I salute thee,

O convergence of the people of the world!  I salute thee

O star of the greatness of my country! I salute thee

As if every breath says "I salute thee".
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The world of my thought and dream! I salute thee

My beloved, the morning sight! I salute thee.

Let the air blow that flourishes thee for ever!

Be your face wiped of the dust of journey!

Let your name perpetuate in the world!

Let you be bigger than the biggest city!

Let the streams of knowledge and action flow for ever!

Let Rizwan Mian come from the paradise to stay here! 
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The City Within City

The city of the silent, the city of graves,

Locality after locality all wanderers.

Forts are graves, mosques are graves,

Kings and fighters in deep slumber.

Remains are graves, palaces are graves,

Flower-beds are graves, gardens are graves.

The waves of the Jamuna stand witness,

Repeating stories of the past.

The land of Delhi, the mother of Urdu,

Delhi saw the daughter dying.

It has a stone heart in its bosom,

Whole Delhi is settled on the rock.

The people are idols of stone,

The hearts are of stone and faces of stone.
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Glowing beauty is beneath the earth,

Someone singing ghazal beneath the earth.

Grandeur and dignity of the honourable

Are beneath the earth and flower-beds above.

Hundreds of stories at every step,

History is sleeping over it.

Many an ambition beneath the earth,

Many a passion are asleep.

Rathor and Chauhan, Sadat and Moghuls,

Khilji and Lodhi, Turks and Afghans,

King's crowns, turbans and crests,

Armies and flags, splurge and splendour

Tazi horses and great fighters,

Pride and prestige and chaugan playing,

Many a Chishti and Nizami are in slumber,

Many a pious sufi are at rest.
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The history carrying its stories,

Civilisation carrying its old tales,

Are asleep beneath Delhi,

A world is settled beneath Delhi,

Pick a piece of rock,

Take a pinch of dust,

Their elements are beauties and kings,

Particles are brighter than stars.
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DURGA POOJA

The spring is at its highest in the Pooja season,

Melting cool in the air is exciting.

Exhorts, "Come O! youth! Let's go",

Cuts jokes with the old, "Come! Let's have a look."

The world is youthful, the caravan of Beauty has arrived,

Cupid with drawn bow is ruling.

Beauty descends on earth in the garb of Durga,

Even the old are singing in the warmth of scenes.

There's more brilliance at night than in the day,

Even stars are peeping from afar to have a look.

Pendals are decorated as if a new town has emerged,

Flocks of fairies roaming about wherever you see.

Knots of hairlocks are more knoty at places,

Dark clouds are no match for the flowing hairlocks.
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Look! Lightning is stricking all around,

O God! Save the heart's haystack.

Lovers have descended in the lanes and streets of the city,

Rivals too have come to get heart's desire fulfilled.

The old and the young moving about in colourful garments,

How the weak are striding with puffed up bosoms!

Its wonderstruck lightning turned into idol or Devi's silver body,

Moreover, wrapped in glistening clothes.

A portrait of splendour, eminence personified, 

Matchless in grandeur, glory and greatness.

The Power rules but in peace,

Hand raised for protecting the weak.

Devotees crowding everywhere in the town,

All, small and the big are receiving blessings.

Paying a visit to Mother Durga bestows peace and solace,

Even those with bruised hearts are comforted.
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Agree, she is here for a few days, so what,

The man is somewhat relieved of the poison of grief.

With the departure of Durga the inner light is gone,

All spectators of the bride are gone.

The city with a drawn face, is in sorrow,

But hopes that she will visit again.

The potter rears that hope for the whole year,

They fix hair and feather in the clay idol.

This idol making of their's is matchless, 

They are Azars* of their time with perfections in their art.

* Azar, father of Abraham, was a famous idol maker.
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The Holy Dip

When the curtain of darkness lifted from the face of light,

When the dust of muck was wiped off from the face of morning,

When the dawn was about to break, the east was glowing red,

The world was about to receive morning greetings from the rays.

The dew had descended from the sky, though scared,

Still it was a message for buds to smile.

The frenzied air was kissing buds,

Every branch in the garden was swinging at that tickling.

Twittering of birds was heard from afar, 

They did  not dare  to fly yet.

The green grass was quietly rolling pearls somewhere,

The flower, with a smile, was untying its gown string somewhere.

Many lovers of nature had awakened,

Some had rushed out for a walk.
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Believers in its holiness on the banks of the Ganges, 

Walking faster at places and with a slower pace elsewhere.

Some of them praying, some others making tilak mark,

Some took handful of water, some smeared it on face.

At that point of time there appeared a brilliant figure,

The red glow fell on her feet to welcome,

All parts of her body seemed to be formated in a mould,

The flowing current rushed to touch her feet.

Her eyelids heavy with hangover of slumber,

As if rays shooting from every hair on her body,

The pan she held was tickling hearts,

The morning sun was shy to see her,

She held the fold of sari in her pinch,

Every heart beat harder to see.

She put her feet in water very smoothly,

Mermaids seemed splashing from the surface of water.
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Reluctantly she took a few more steps,

Grasping the sari fold, holding the pan.

She offered flowers to the waves,

The maid stepped on to hold the pan.

She took a dip in the holy water,

Cloud covered the face of the moon for a moment,

The fairy emerged from water shaking her wings,

Sari wrapped on the flowery soft body,

Pearls seemed to be sprinkling from every hair of her body.

The dew drops on the tulip.

She had come with a gait, returned in the same way

But the lightning struck the stack of life.
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The Division and After

(This poem was written in Calcutta)

What a division! Heads fell apart from bodies,

Brother and sister parted, mother and father parted.

Branches broke apart from every tree,

Every leaf and fruit fell apart from broken branches.

Courtyard and roof fell apart,

Passages separated, every house separated from each other.

Climate separated; the sun and the moon separated!

As if all on a sudden morning and evening separated!

Has the climate been ever split with the division of land?

Lands have been divided but not like this!

Petals blew away with the wind,

The doom passed over the cypress and jasmine.

The land of Bengal split into two,

The sky became cruel and the earth became hard.
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The wise lost their wisdom,

Faces became charmless and pale.

The music of joy became silent, heartburn increased,

Every heart was sad as the river of sorrow surged..

People were pulled up from their roots,

As city after city were deserted.

Descendants left their heritage,

All blinded, marched towards disasters.

Bewildered were the multitude on all sides,

The old, youth and children rushed towards the unknown

The carvan people were looted on every pathway,

Were robbed of the marital bliss, were left with no signs.

The uprooted were coming and going too,

How strangers became the people who were ours yesterday!

Philosophies were speechless as the wise were asleep,

Some of the passionate wept over their fate!
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Those who migrated to the other side,

Their bodies went there but the heart remained here.

None gained anything, a peculiar thing happened,

Everyone lost, whatever happened was bad enough.

People fragmented, were rendered worthless,

Limbs even then were at loggerheads.

We were so puzzled that couldn't find overselves,

Couldn't adore any dream in our eyes.

Were completely drowned in tears of sorrow,

With dust covered face, running from door to door.

Every night, from the very dusk, passed in sorrow.

Those who believed it to be the dawn were under deception.

The freedom people were dying for, was got at last,

But the soul in every body was shaken.

Were talking about the morning of victory, got the evening of sorrow,

Was neither less than Karbala nor Koofa.
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The blood thirsty sword was in our quest,

The blood soiled headless body was ours.

Calcutta was Koofa and Hoogly was Euphrate,

We were headless and we were vanquished.

But we ourselves had torched our tents,

We ourselves had taken our ship to sink in Hoogly.

Let Anees come to compose new elegies,

Let Hali too come to write dirge for us.

There was none wanting to know our plight,

None to say elegies, none to express condolences.

We were face to face with disasters in the midst of bad times,

Every soul was uneasy as if trapped in the body.

All in white robes became clad in black,

They lost respectability, prestige, every thing.

Neither Hindu was happy nor Muslim,

Devil was happy over his great victory.
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All had lost their way with no one to guide,

Where was the destination and which way to go, no one knew.

Josefs were left behind the caravan, 

And people of the caravan went away, no one knew, where to.

Those left behind were seeking safety of life,

Were in quest of lost honour and respectability. 

Those who came to power were sightless,

Where did they have experience and foresight? 

There problem was what to do, 

Our problem was to survive, but how!

To whom should we narrate our plight!

There was none to sympathise, none to share the grief!

Leaguers wound up their politics

Rolled up their mat, left for Dhaka

When all doors of politics were closed

Muslims weeping over the fate, went to sleep
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CALCUTTA RIOTS

August 1946

The wickedness of politics splurged all around,

Fireballs rained, how the whole city wailed!

The city aware of the mysteries of stars' movements,

Fell a wounded prey in the trap of time.

The one that envisioned the large wings of Gabriel,

Was a sure sign of dust, rubble and ruins,

Raised flags demanding a separate land,

Separate flower, flower-beds and separate gardens;

Separate quarters for roses and thorns,

The air of the garden must be divided.

Who has seen roses separate from thorns?

Bough has always bowed with the weight of both.

If one is hurt by petal's edge.

Poor thorn is blamed for the scar.
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But the number of sheep grew in the crowd,

The bitter creeper curled on the neem.

After sowing thorns how can one reap flowers?

How can the laws of nature be wiped off?

There was fire of hatred and fuel of politics,

Death danced on roads and rowdism played its game.

There was a brother's hand and throat too of a brother.

Cry for mercy had no effect on anyone.

Goods, houses and shops were consigned to flames,

Owners of goods and houses becam wanderers.

Married women lost their marital bliss,

Like plants in forest fire.

Children orphaned, fathers lost the light of eyes,

Mother's womb reduced to dust, lost pieces of their heart.

Ruins replaced buildings,

Men turned into prints on earth in a moment.
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There was so much turmoil in the city,

The intense havoc made everyone out of his senses.

Listen! That was the holy month of Ramadan,

There was no rain, heat was soaking blood.

It was a severe testing time for the faithful,

Test of patience, submission, faith and life.

Missed fast, nightly prayers,

Some took early breakfast with blood.

Some became martyrs after fasting after fasting

Some peeped through the deadbody shroud to see the Id

There were heaps of limbs at places,

As if it was a sure repeat of Karbala.

It was man's story told by dagger's tongue,

There was a magical canopy of smoke with flames of speech there under.

Rulers in their seats turned stones

The bloody story was written on the streets.
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They woke up when things went out of hand,

But then they took the devil's side.

People were killed by dagger then, killed by bullets now,

Those who could flee then are trapped now.

The same bullet pierced through Waheedi's* chest,

It was victory of bullet and defeat of journalism.

Those hiding in homes could not escape,

Troops stormed into houses and flushed out the remaining ones.

Migration began within the city,

It was the beginning of the story, division was the end.

Headline of the story was written in one's own blood.

For the rest ink was taken from the bad luck

Culture bowed its head, tore its shirt,

Clean hearts became soiled.

As the time passed the evil bore fruits,

The seed of hatred grew to become a big tree.

*Abdul Jabbar Waheedi, editor Daily Asre Jadid was shot dead by patrolling army

at the doorstep of his office.
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What a friendly air had the city!

It suddenly turned into poisonous one .

The mirror of Hooghly that was clean and glistening 

Carried dead bodies with shattered hopes.

"Write the luck again in glowing red"

"Nothing is beyond the grasp of my Lord.

"Turn the current of doom anyway

"Join broken hearts firmly".

But one who doesn't stand on his own, tumbles

When one is bent on falling what God can do?

Moreover, the evildoers of politics,

Free from all bonds, not bound by blood money.

Showed dreams of paradise to the poor,

So that they don't wash their wounds, don't weep over bad luck

At last, they wept over bad luck

Good luck of many went to sleep.
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THE BENGAL FAMINE

There occurred a famine worse than that of Damascus

Life was so hard that the death was a salvation.

Did the water and earth deceive? "No, No",

Did a calamity land from the sky? "No, No".

The earth was bringing up silver and gold as usual,

Clouds were raining as usual.

The Hoogly was surging unbridled as usual,

Moon, stars and the sun were busy as usual.

Foreheads of natives were drenched in sweat,

Workers in factories were busy in their work,

Golden ears were rustling in fields,

Boughs bowing under the weight of fruits.

There was flutter of knowledge and skill in academies,

Dance and excitement, the cup and jar in drink bars too.

Some magician blew a peculiar magic,

The spring itself set the garden on fire.
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Dust blew over the city,

Skeletons sobbed lying on streets.

Sobs mixed with cold silence of night,

Knocked at hearts like lightning strike.

Skeleton like men crept on roads,

Men lay in dust like britle straw.

Portraits of helplessness that fainted, 

Ashamed of life hid their faces.

Lifeless mother lay embracing her child,

Living motherhood hugged the child with breast.

Someone decorated the shop of her modesty,

Someone burnt all on the pyre of hunger.

Men fought over a grain in the lane,

Men died like earthworms.

Millions died no one knows their number,

Tears of blood swept the land of this city.

A morsel in mouth was poison for those who had it,

Leave it, how to write this story with heart's blood.

Pride of Bengal was trampled under the feet,

Britain made a pauper of this country.
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A Discourse on knowledge

Translated from Persian

Hurridly rushed to reach his mentor,

To speak out his dilemma.

The dilemma was, "What is called knowledge?"

"From where to where the knowledge is being sought"

On his query, the mentor kept quiet,

Until hearing this spiritual voice.

"Knowledge is not hidden under the tied gown"

"Knowledge does not approve of folds and crest of a turban,"

"If you find knowledge in a man of God,"

"See him different from the whole world".

"Knowledge kept him busy in the world",

"Made him popular among the people."

"World affairs kept him busy,

"Not one or two, a hundred involvements," 
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"Had the door of his knowledge been open on the world !

"Had the knowledge been made a path leader in all affairs !

"Knowledge without wisdom is a blind wise man,

"A wrestler weak like an ant.

"Man without wisdom runs after vain ideas,

"Bent on disruption almost every time,

"He does not see things in their perspective,

"He is inexperienced, a pompous child,

"His blunt sword cuts neither clothes nor body,

"Tongue in his mouth is dumb,

"Where does he know the stature of the learned,

"Who are better than the angelkind?

"Pity on the bearer of book loads,

"Wisdom does not grow with the book load,

"Pity on the scholar who bites man,

"Or he himself digs the grave of his knowledge.
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"Humility increases with knowledge,

"Doesn't increase by circulating Al Balagh,

"Pity on the thought sans vastness,

"Or in the strong trap of money-making,

"Pity on the thinking unsound, a spider 's thread

"Truly speaking, it is proof of ignorance

"Knowledge, a flame that melts iron,

"A flame that makes wax of every stone hearted

"Knowledge is ignorant of crazy  manners,

"Ignorant of fury, and it is wise.

"Beware of madness before speaking!

"So that you may not speak nonsense, beware!

After that he asked, "What is anti- knowledge",

"What is the curtain over the face of that light"

In reply the old man said,

"In that respect you will find knowledge unique,
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"Knowledge itself is a curtain,

"When a naive carries it on his shoulder,

"Like a blind who carries a candle,

"Unmindful puts it under his clothes,

"Burns his clothes and himself,

"Makes others weep on his plight,

"O boy! If you have knowledge beware!

"So that you may not burn yourself, beware!

"Secure the light inside a glass,

"Brighten your heart's mirror with that"

In his inquisitiveness he asked,  what is the thorn?

"What is present day imperialism?"

"Imperialism was pestilence yesterday,

"Everyone affected by it was sick,

"People dared not speak out,

"Wrong idea left the job for tomorrow.
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"It is still difficult to open mouth

Strong coercion still a burden on society.

"Until the speaker is allowed to speak,

"Until the seeker is allowed to seek,

"Until thinking is free from bondage,

"The devil of atrocity will continue to bite.

"It does not know what is culture,

"Like Rome, still there is fire, Nero and the pipe."
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ON POLITICS

What  is politics? Indulgence in wolf's traits.

What is politics? Practicing transgression.

What is politics? A sort of madness,

Causes streams of blood flowing.

Politics is a sort of shortsightedness,

Atrocities for the sake of leadership.

Politics is no bravery,

It has no martyr, nor a victor.

Politics took away the peace of heart,

All distressed with difficult living.

Politicians have eaten up everything,

Overshadowing our lives.

Politics is Samri's(1) magic,

Made its own gods, it's Azar's(2) practice.
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Politics sucked the blood first,

Divided our half dead bodies.

Demolished the foundation of our thought,

Squandered our world of knowledge.

Set guards on our thinking,

Showed us all false dreams too.

Sold out our honour,

Drew a poverty line on our economy.

Artists' wages for their art -

Starvation at places, disgrace elsewhere.

Culture weeping with a sad heart,

Rationality in slumber with eyes closed.

Mysticism in cloak shedding tears,

Dignity withheld breath weeping over its lot.

Politics bought our faith,

For mere promises in return.

Imams are lured into politics,

A trick to deface hearts.
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When the filth of politics stuck to dignity,

An Imam's manners were lost.

Cloaks of the holy were mortgaged,

Slanting caps nor rounds of turban remained.

Places of learning were rubbished long ago,

Loud prayers in monasteries no more.

Parts of our heart, like beasts of burden,

Loaded with books walking playfully,

Towards losing their childhood,

To wash their hands of wisdom and farsight.

These chicks will never become falcons

If bitten by a tiny snake of politics.

Snatched teaching from teachers

And children were addicted to politics.

Cultivators' hard working ways

Produce the wealth of grains in fields.

But they get the skritful of husk,

Grains went to someone else's stock,
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"It is better for the discerning eye to be blind"

Is the belief of political tyrants.

Brains are completely cleared of wisdom,

But malice reared in bossom.

Trampled the ego of the poor,

O politician! You broke the hell.

Their body covered with rag shreds

This is intended by our politics.

Traders ransack us first,

Crush us in their crusher to their heart's fill

Squeeze blood from the veins of poverty,

Not leaving a drop in the dead body.

Then it will be their turn too,

As if looters are the carriers of death,

Brandish swords and guns,

Rampage through the market,

The poor and the weak are their targets,

It is their emancipation, death is an excuse
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They have no patron or a guardian 

They are alone in facing the storm of incidents,

World over conspiracies in their name,

All beneficence for their enemies.

Dirty politics in their name,

All tours and sight - seeings in their name,

They are sold world over for no price,

Their skin is on sale everywhere.

New Ashab-e-Feel (invaders) are their shooters 

Perhaps sparrows (that killed Ashab-e-Feel) are following.

Dark clouds have gathered, storms are coming,

Tiny dwellings are in deadly fear,

It is a dark night with dark clouds,

O God! Save your servants.

(1) Samri was a great magician who contested Moses and was defeated 

(2) Azar, father of Abraham, a great idol maker.
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How Many Structures Would You Demolish?

(On the demolition of Babri Masjid in 1992)

The mosque and the minaret, the dome and the monastery,

The bridge, well, tavern and the highway,

Madrasa, schools, thousands of seats of learning,

You will find footprints at every step,

After all, how many structures would you demolish?

You are demolishing dwellings! Do it.

You are making the nation sick! Do it.

You are doing everything useless! Do it.

You'll stumble at every step.

After all, how many structures would you demolish?

Every leaf of history is a stone slab,

You may read it if you have a daring heart,

You'll repent on your wrong deeds,

Against how many rocks would you dash your head?

After all, how many structures would you demolish?

I've come to settle the heart's dwellings, 

I've come to tell you what is good and bad,

I've come to show you the right path,

I tell you, you'll be deceived.

After all how many structures would you demolish?
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Wail, O Afghans! Wail!

Himalaya! How blood-thirsty are you!

Blood streams cause birth and death of flowers and tulips.

Every flower plant is nourished with bones and flesh,

The dagger point peeps from friend's cuff.

Flower prints on the velvet of wilderness are fireworks of blood,

As if every petal is a gunpowder keg.

How cheap is blood! Blood in waterfalls,

Blood on hills, blood on the greenery.

The breeze that brought flower smell is raining rockets,

No longer creepers. There are wreathes of bullets.

Gold and silver no longer hidden behind clouds,

There are hell raising bombs, quiver and arrow no more.

O God! Whose evil eye is on high mountains!

Whose scheme is at work from Kashmir to Kashghar!
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Whether the headgear and turban of Afghans are mortgaged?

Bullets in the rosary and new weapons in the arch!

What happened? All charming faces are hidden,

Leave O Wisdom! For wise Afghans are asleep.

The brave, the killers of enemy are committing suicide, 

The warlords are dying everywhere.

What happened to hawks that fall upon ants and flies,

With weaker wings have fallen into snare and trap.

What happened? The faith of lion became the ways of foxes,

Pity! Afghans became the cause of their own destruction.

What happened? Where have gone the Islamists of the world!

What happened to their pride? Is it sold somewhere?

Don't you see how close the flames have come?

O the Negligent! Run! They have come in your midst.
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Today's Lullaby

Sleep O my dear! Sleep,

Sleep O my child! Sleep,

Slept all children, Sleep.

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep

Come, come, my dear sleep,

Come in my lap, sleep,

May not get this bed again, sleep.

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep

Your toys would become dust!

Your toy houses would be trampled!

A noose would be around every neck!

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep
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See your mother to your heart's fill!

Who mothered you may be nowhere!

Who is punished for whose deed!

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep

Henna of the hand would have been wiped!

All bangles would have been smashed!

Everyone's luck would have been rubbished!

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep

All walls and doors would be farce,

All locks would have been broken,

All our belongings would have been looted.

POTA will come tomorrow

And snatch away everything,

Sleep, O child! Sleep

 POTA a terrible law (Prevention of Terrorism Act) was

scrapped by the new government in 2004) POTA
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